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Abstract

Depression is one of the most prevalent mental health issues around the world, proving to be one
of the leading causes of suicide and placing large economic burdens on families and society. In
this paper, we develop and test the efficacy of machine learning techniques applied to the content of
YouTube videos captured through their transcripts and determine if the videos are depressive or have a
depressing trigger. Our model can detect depressive videos with an accuracy of 83%. We also introduce
a real-life evaluation technique to validate our classification based on the comments posted on a video
by calculating the CES-D scores of the comments. This work conforms greatly with UN Sustainable
Goal of ensuring Good Health and Well Being with major conformity with section UN SDG 3.4.

1 Introduction

Depression is affecting as high as 300 million people around the world, according to the World Health Organization.
However, the WHO reports that a clear majority of depressed individuals never seek out treatment, mostly because of
being unaware of what is going on with them [11] .

We propose a solution to aid in early diagnosis of depression by giving a zoomed-in perspective of a patient’s state of
mind and experiences in order to improve diagnostic accuracy and efficiency. Our solution is to develop a model with the
ability to track an individual’s YouTube watching activity and predict his/her state of mind by analyzing the patterns in
the kind of videos watched by him/her over a period of time. We realize that a false positive result from the same can lead
to anxiety and other psychological impacts, therefore we also propose a procedure to validate the results produced by the
model using CES-D scale [15] used for screening of depression by primary health care and in research. A basic flow
describing our solution is given in Figure 1.

Unlike other work that aims at detecting depression from an individual’s activity on social media platforms [9], [12],
[3], [1], [17], [10], [4] examining clinical interview videos [7], [2], [14] where posts/interviews by an individual were
self-descriptive, we aim at collecting data passively from user’s end to get an objective view of his/her mental state.

At a high level, our pipeline is composed of 3 different layers: i) Secured data acquisition, ii) Feature extraction from
individual videos and their content analysis iii) Analysis of video viewing patterns over time. Examples of the types of
patterns we aim to find are:

• A gradual decline from happy/uplifting videos to depressing/sad videos.
• Videos of same emotional content, since they tend to do repetitive tasks for a long period of time (rumination).
• High frequency of depressive videos in the watching history

In this paper, we focus on the second layer, i.e. analyzing the video content based on the textual features extracted from
the transcripts to construct classifiers that can identify if a video can be termed as depressive or not. If, on the analysis, it
is found that content of most of the videos been watched by him/her can be classified as depressive (Pattern 3), it gives us
a hint about a decline in his mental state and help us make him self-aware or direct him to the support portals if needed.

Our major contributions to this paper are:

• We construct a classifier that can help understand the content of a video by classifying it as Depressive/Non-
Depressive.
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Figure 1: Pipeline of the solution proposed- Detecting depression based on YouTube watching activity

• To provide a real-life validation of the classification results in above step, we propose a methodology to evaluate
the comments posted for a video and determine a potential score that would have been obtained on a CES-D
scale and use it as a real life proxy to judge the accuracy of the classification.

2 Data and Classification

2.1 Data

The data for the analysis of the video content was gathered by extracting videos using various keywords and extracting
the transcript out of it. There was a total of around 3000transcripts, totalling 1,409,719 words. The videos were divided
into two categories: depressing and not-depressing. Of the data collected, 1,427( 48%) are considered depressing and
these transcripts account for nearly 754,883 words. The 1,573 (52%) non-depressed transcripts are responsible for the
other 832,117 words. To gather our data, we considered a video depressing if it was a search result when depressing
keywords were used. While looking for depressing videos, we aimed mostly on videos which had tags as “self-harm”,
“suicidal”, “triggering” etc. For the list of keywords, see Appendix D. Note that the keywords mentioned in the appendix
are manually validated to contain depressive videos. Similarly, we collected videos around the categories like educational,
funny etc. for non-depressing label.

2.2 Classification and Results

With respect to classification, we experimented with three models.

• Naive Bayes with n-grams: We built a Multinomial Naive Bayes (NB) Classifier using features extracted
from Empath model [5]. Empath is a living lexicon mined from modern text on the web for analyzing text
across lexical categories (similar to LIWC [16]). These features were the normalized score for a set of lexical
categories. Apart from the pre-defined features like positive and negative emotions, the Empath model also
gives the flexibility to create customized features. Therefore, categories that included seed-terms pertaining to
symptoms diagnosed by the CES-D questionnaire [15] were also created and included in the set of categories. A
list of seed-terms corresponding to questions is mentioned in Appendix B.

Table 1: Hyperparameter details for Model 3

Hyperparameter Value(%) (s)

N-GRAM RANGE 2-3
MAXIMUM FEATURES 5000

Table 2: Model comparison

Model Accuracy (%) Time (s)

EMPATH + NB 52 5
TF-IDF + EMPATH + NB 81.2 8
LSTM 83.4 345

• LSTM: While the Naive Bayes Model provided a baseline, we used LSTM to get better results. The full
structure of our LSTM model is shown in Fig.2. For each comment that’s pre-processed, we make it pass through
an Embedding layer seeded with pre-trained GloVe 300D word embedding weights. We feed this into a LSTM
network with 196 units and tanh activation, applying a recurrent dropout of 0.2. The outputs of the LSTM are
then fed through two dense layers with a dropout layer of 0.5 in between to output the video classification. We
use binary cross-entropy loss and Adam optimization.

• Naive Bayes with n-grams: We tried to modify the baseline model by capturing textual features by extracting
TF-IDF weighted combinations of word ngrams from the transcripts and used it along with the features from
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Figure 2: LSTM Model Structure

previous model to train the Naive Bayes classifier. The hyper-parameters and their corresponding values are
provided in Table 1.

A comparison of the results obtained is shown in Table 2. From the table it can be inferred that the combination of the
Empath model with TF-IDF features resulted in almost the same classification accuracy as of LSTM.

3 Evaluation

3.1 CES-D Scores

For the validation and evaluation of the results produced by the classifier, we introduce a scoring method, called CES-D
score, for each video to analyze how depressive the video is. The score is the density of the terms, derived from the various
symptoms (Insomnia, Self-hate, Appetite, etc.) considered in the CES-D scale [15], present in a negative connotation
within a given text. The Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale is a brief self-report questionnaire developed
to measure depressive symptoms severity in the general population (See Appendix A). To identify the occurrence of
symptoms, we use Empath Model [5] which combines modern NLP techniques to construct categories on demand using
a few seed terms. For e.g., for the seed term “weight-loss”, the generated set of words were “weight loss”, “anemia”,
”stress”, “malnutrition” etc. The various seed-terms used for generation of categories and examples of the seed-terms
identified from the comments’ text are mentioned in Appendix B.

3.1.1 Calculation of CES-D Score

Algorithm 1 CES-D Score
Require: data text

set ( categoryTerms)
termFreq ← 0
while term in categoryTerms do

if term in text then
termFreq ← termFreq + 1

end if
end while
termFreq ← termFreq

len(text)

neg ← Empath.analyze(text, negative)
pos← Empath.analyze(text, positive)
connotation← (neg − pos)
CESD ← termFreq × connotation
return CESD

Algorithm 1 presents how the score is calculated for each comment in the video. The categories generated by each
seed-term is merged in a set (categoryTerms). The algorithm iterates through each word of the set and calculates the
termfrequency for it and calculates an aggregate by adding the term-frequency for each word. Since the words in the set
can be used in both positive and negative connotations, the comment is then sent to the Empath model for analysis of a
score for positive and negative emotion. The aggregate generated in the previous step is then multiplied by the difference
of positive score form the negative. This is to ensure that only the negative emotions add up to the score. If for any
comment, the positive score exceeds the negative score, the CES-D score is calculated as 0.
For the calculation of the CES-D score for the video as a whole, in order to determine the intensity of depression in the
comments, the aggregate calculated in the first step is added up for all comments and a normalized score is generated by
dividing the sum by the total number of comments.
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Figure 3: Comparison of CES-D scores in various categories
of videos

Figure 4: Confusion Matrix for evaluation of classifications

3.2 Analyzing Comments

The comments posted on a video is a great way of understanding how the video made the viewers feel. They give us a
fair idea of the video’s type and content. So, we examined responses to a video by analyzing the textual features of the
comments considering the idea that the words a person uses reveal information about their psychological state [6]. We
extracted the comments posted on videos that fall under one of the following categories:

a) Music b) Depression c) Funny d) Self-Help/Motivational

It was determined that a video belonged to a category if it was in the YouTube search result when the cate-
gory names were used as keywords. For each keyword (category), we extracted around 200 videos and analyzed the
comments in a cumulative manner by calculating their CES-D score. On the comparison of various categories mentioned
above, the difference between the average CES-D scores of depressive vs non-depressive videos was quite evident in
Figure 2. In the plot, the percent of non-depressed comments (CESD = 0) for non-depressive categories (music, funny)
was much higher than that in depressive category. Also, the range of the CES-D score is the largest in depressive videos
which proves that depressed are induced and attracted by it. As per different theories, it has been proven that on being
sad/depressed, humans tend to be inclined towards groups where they can find similarities to their mental states [8]. It can
thus be deduced that watching videos of high CES-D score (depressive videos) on a frequent basis is likely to be an
indicator of an unhealthy mental state.

3.3 Evaluation Results

To evaluate the classification results produced by our classifier in a real-life setting, we tested the results in a less
constructed domain. The model was fed the transcripts of 1500 random videos and the classifications were compared
to the CES-D score obtained by the comments. The method mentioned in section 3.1 was used to calculate the CES-D
score of the video. A CES-D score greater than 20 was considered depressive. We came to the conclusion of setting the
threshold as 20 after taking the average of CES-D scores for the depressive videos collected for the training purpose. The
accuracy of the classifier based on this methodology came out to be 84% as can be evaluated from the confusion matrix
shown in Figure 4.

4 Conclusion and Future Works

This work demonstrates a method to analyze videos for depressive content. It also shows that individuals with a depressed
state of mind tend to ruminate and watch depressive videos in order to gain validation or find company. This behavioral
pattern can be useful in determining the mental state of a viewer. Since an individual should show persistent symptoms
for at least two weeks to be called depressed [13], our tool will extract data over a window size of 24 days with an overlap
of 10 days. The kind of videos he has watched will be analyzed for depressive content and patterns. This can be used to
monitor recommendations and restrict the recommendations of triggering videos based on the watching activity. In case
the patterns reveal the signs on unhealthy mental state, our tool aims to provide early diagnosis by warning the user about
the change points in his mood and also direct them to the right portals for help.

The results obtained in this paper are using textual features, therefore our future work will focus on the usage of
audio/visual features, and analyzing the affective content using continuous dimensions like arousal/valence, we can infer
more and get better results for video content analysis.
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Appendix

A. Ces-d Questionnaire
Fig.1 shows the set of questions asking about some ways an
individual may have felt or behaved. The individual has to
indicate how often he/she has felt this way during the time
duration of a week. Response options range from 0 to 3 for
each item (0 = Rarely or None of the Time, 1 = Some or
Little of the Time, 2 = Moderately or Much of the time, 3 =
Most or Almost All the Time). Scores range from 0 to 60,
with high scores indicating greater depressive symptoms.

Figure 1. CES-D Questionnaire

B. Symptoms and Seed Terms
Table 1 shows a set of symptoms mentioned in the CES-D
questionnaire and Seed-Terms used corresponding to them.

Fig.2 shows an example of the seed-terms identified from
the comments’ text.

C. CES-D score
The plot in Fig.3 shows the comparison of CES-D scores in
various categories of videos as mentioned in section 3.2 in
the paper.

Table 1. Seed Terms relevant to CES-D Symptoms

Questionnaire Symptoms Seed-Terms

I DID NOT FEEL LIKE EATING APPETITE
I FELT THAT I COULD NOT
SHAKE OFF MY BLUES

SAD

I HAD TROUBLE KEEPING MY
MIND ON WHAT I WAS DOING

DISTRACTION,
ADHD

I FELT DEPRESSED DEPRESSION
MY SLEEP WAS RESTLESS INSOMNIA,

NIGHTMARE
I FELT MY LIFE HAD BEEN A
FAILURE

FAILURE,SELF-
DOUBT, SELF-
HATE

I FELT LONELY/PEOPLE WERE
UNFRIENDLY

LONELY

Figure 2. Example of Seed-Terms extracted from the comments

D. Keywords
Search Keywords for depression

• Depression

• Button Poetry Depression

• Depression Multifandom

• Self-harm confessions

• Self-injury

• The Dying Edits

• Kurt Cobain Suicide Confessions

• Loneliness Multifandom

• Confessions in depression
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Appendix

Figure 3. Comparison of CES-D scores in various categories of videos

• Depression short films

• Anorexia short films

• Broken short films

• Famous suicide letters

• Suicide short films

• Self-harm short films

Above is a small list of the keywords used. Most search
terms revolved around these keywords aiming depression,
self-harm etc. We extracted the video ids, filtered them and
kept the unique ones to maintain the quality of data.
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